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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA General College
TAIN-C1TiES 106 Nicholson Hall

216 Pillsbury Dr.vi S.E.
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

November 19, 1980_

fiFrank Wilderson
Vtce President, Student Affairs
110 Morrill 'Hall

Dear Frank:

In the fall oi',1979, the Geneial College received through the Office .

of Kino-ity and Special Student Affairs (OMSSA) a part of a University
.Legislative Special designated for retention. With this allocation,
the General College mounted an-acedemicnriehention program for various
groups.of minority students. 4-cording to the terms of our original
'proposal to OMSSA, the General College understood that it wes obligated.
to,prepare an accounting of the use of the funds allocated to us and
/an evaluation of'our retention program. The attached report is sub-
mitted to you as a fulfillment of that comatment.

The report and the documents accompanying' it are, I believe, clear
and convincing testimony to the faithful expenditure of the funds
provided to us for retention efforts and to the success of.the.program.
that.the,funds helped to create.

The attached report speaks feir itself. However, if.you or.anyof your
colleagues would like clarification or elaboration of ony point. in it,
both Professor Zanoni, the primary author, an I are available to dis-
cuss its contents with you at your conveni.ence. Zt

I would appreciate any reaction that you might have to the attached
report.

Cordially,

Jeanne S. Lupton
Dean

JTL/rmr
CC: C. Peter Magrath

Nils Nasselmo
Stanley B. Kegler

neth Keller
inton T. Johnson

Candid() Zanoni
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Introduction

For the past ,v years, I have been involved with si grow) of

col leagues from 041 ACP Division in a project which we titled the

Commanding Englist, Program. Our tea, spent ome-year (1977-1978)

designing the pros1,zm and seeking funds:, for its support, and a

'subsequent year (1979-1900) teaching and refining the course's we

hid planned, and working toward their integration. Mit follatis

In these pages is a report elf the oral communication component of

the program for Which I hid responsibility. That component coplib

prised a course In interpersonal communication and one in leadership
a0

and group process, each specially adapted to the experiences and

needS of the specific population which Commanding English was
.

Originally.intended to serve, i.e., non-native speakers of English:

fi .

On invitation, I joined the_eenerative group when it was formed

'in,1977 strictly because of my interest in, and past experience with,

the teaching of non-native speakers of English. I will remain in the

Program as long as it continues to serve that special population and

can use mirskitis and resources. s

I k.egret to say that where Curriculer and administrative decisions
111

were taken which involved the Commanding English Program for other than

the non-native-students for whom it was originallyidesigned, they have

lead to a complex series of events which have served to distract and

drain us all.
V..



Background

for the record, I want todocumeant the history,of this program,

and its original intent. It had its-genesis then, late in 1977, we

bege to be aware of increasing numbers of "foreign" students among

our General College population, Atone of those between- sessions

registration periods -- rbelleve it was just before the opening of

fi session -- when hordei are gathered in the hall weliing.to

register andwe're.down to about ten open courses, we had a !ergs

influx of such students, many of whom could barely understand us, and

most of whoS were bent on registering for on, those technical or math

courses in-the institute of Technology, or the specialized courses in

theCollege of Nome Economics that they had come to the United States

to get. It was frustrating for the students as well es for those of

us who were working that afternoon, and, it was also eye-opening.

Professor kanoni and I were ve assigned advising duty that day,

and we discussed the increasingly apparent need for helping such

students to improve their English skills, and agreed that unless they

did, other colleges would probaI1y be outside their reach. During the

year, infomelly' and in our advising, we noted the academic progress

-

of many of those *foreign" students and discovered to the records of

many of them, a quits clear pattern of N's, W's, and l's. At that

thee, most of the students were from Arabic-speaking countries and

from Central and South America.,

Still concerned about the problem, a year later, in fail 1978,

Professor 7.ancefi Invited a group from ACP to study the matter and to



propose a program for assisting the growing numbers of-nen-native

speakers of English who were enrolled in General College. That first'

group included Michael Arrington, Sandra Dylla, Jill pit:Mork,

Darryl Hattenhauer, William Stockdale, and mee Professor-Zinoni

appointed Sandra Dylla chairperson ,of the committee.

The group met weekly throughout the academic year 1976-1.979,

analyz!ng the problem and studying ways of approaching it. By than,

the populationof students from other countries had grown noticeably,

acid had extended to large numbers of Southeast Asians, Iranians,-

Nigerians,` and soma Ethiopians and Europeans. in com4ittee,.we'siopped

referring to them ea,'"foieign" and began talking about "non= native'

and "international" speakell of English, In recognition of the fact that

manyvers-exiles-or congress who might never be able to return to their .

an native coitrios. We devised a program.Of intensive study to be

Offered as a package, and wiT applied for an EDP grant to help fund the

project.

I
<% ,

We proposed a two-quarter pilot sequence gads up of courses

,,alreedy In thiccurriculue, but with special adaptations, aa,ne2ded, to

serve the needs of our 'target group. The awo-quarter sequence of study

included specially designedverilons of the following courses:

Fill 1979: GC 1401' Vocabulary Development - 3 cr
GC 1402 Reading, Comprehension, and Study Skills - 3 cr
GC 1403 Punctuation and Spelling 2 cr
GC 1404 Grammar and Writing - Z cr
GC 1463 Interpersonal Communication - 3 cr

Total - 13 cr

1.4
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Winter 198o: GC 1406 'Reading ModUie - 2 cr
GC 1421 Personal Writing - 4 t,,r - or
GC 1405 Fundamentals of. Usage and Style - 3 cr
GC 1464 'Leadership and Group Process - 4- cr-

plus one 5-credit course InAcience, social science,
or 'behavioral science

We were aiming for:thoSe students who had had training in the

English As a Second Lenguagic(ESL).PrOgram, but who werestill not

ready for "mainstreaeregIstration At that time, the ESL Program

was under the directorship of Professor Betty Robbinett of the College

of Liberal Arts. We met with staff members of department and with
rY

Profesior Robbinett and reached an understanding whereby' we agreed not

to admit students to our progra0 if they had. not attained certain

designated scores on the Michigan Test. of 'English Language Proficiency.

We agreed to require incoming students to have achieved a score of 65,

and students who had already been'registerid_at the University and had

had previous work In ESL to have attained a score of 60 on that test.

7
With ourpopulation defined, our program of courses decided upon

our criteria foradmisou sion agreed upon, andour EDP grad* awarded, we

began to search for and to develop. materials that would be appropriate

. for our non- native speakers.. Our planning year was'Oewing to a'close.

By then, only about a month and a half of'spring quarter.remained. The

experiment we were planning for the coming year was to be carried out

as a part of our regular teaching load, and funded by the Division with

a very minimal EDP supplementation.
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Commanding .English Program: Annexed i

1979 was.is jegislative year. Late In Apill 1979, when legislative

appropriations to the University were becoming known, our car/Otte.

iearnakthet Dean- Lipton had ,asked Professor ZaD0111 to prepare fora her

a stetement.of costs far the possible offering of a separetyand

sheitered'sectinn of the ComManding English Prograefae Chicano- Latino

.students. We learned that the Program we had been planning was being

proposed' as fart of a 'project which the College was initiating.fo
*.

Improved retention of students. Pilot Educational Packages (PEP)r,for
v.

A

three separate groups = Black stUdints, Netive-AMericans, and',
ChicanboAatino students - were constituted. The PEP package 'toy:,

r.
ChIcano4etino students.Inc14ded our .Commending Enghtsh Program.. Dean

Lupton used the PEP packages to bid-for a share of the legislative

appropriation to Centrat Administration and the Officeof Minority and

Special, Student Affairs for support of such endeavors.

When spring quarter ended, our committee faced the prospect of ./-

having to offer two sections of the intensive program in the ceiling year

StUdents for which we had planned, and

-for Chicano- Latino students for which we

one sectiffor International

one section'' as yet unfunded

had done no planning. Negotiations for the funds continued throughout

uded In early fail 1979. Our committee
o

from SepteMber 1 to 15 to prepare for

PEP section for Chico- Latino students.

about the group, so we proceeded en

I backgrounds and needs.

the summer, and were finally concl

members wereplaced on appointment

teaching Commanding English in the

We had little, if any, Information

assumptions about their eduCatIone



Commanding English Annexation: Merceptions and Apprehensions Created

As the summer wore, on and negotiations for funds.continued,.our

teem became increasingly aware that ours was not the only group which

was eperating In a vacuum of, information: We sensed a strong under-

current of feeling concerning the inclusion of our Commanding English

. Program in the PEP section being proposed for Chicano-Latino students.

These attitudes/6e mated from a CounselingSupPortgroup associated

with the College whose responsibilities center on Chicano-Latino

students. Through a series of transactions and committee sessions,

our team gathered the Impression that the Counseling-Support group may

have had as little a part as our own team had hadtin the April decision

to include ,Commanding English as a required part of the PEP offerings

for Chicane-Latino studenti.. But worse yet, we realized that that

group seemed to be operating on the conviction that our team.hed

autocratically set up the requirement.

In fact, neitherof.the two groups had participated in the making'

of. that decision. lac felt, at the least, manipulated, and at the most,

disenfranchised. As a/result, the seeds of misperception had "taken root

and-borne fruit, and before we had even begun offering the'Program, we

were bringing in a rich harvest of apprehension and frustration.

Feeling that our carefuly designed Program had beeA appropriated

without so much as a by your leave,* our team felt that we were being

burdened beyond ourt.capacity, while, on the other hand, thd Counseling-
,

Support group seemed to fee) that we had invaded their territory, raided

,-their studenI ts, and were bent on using them for our own ends and power.
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The Commanding English Program: Predetermined Principles, Procedures,
and Policies

During oplanqinp year we had. articulated a set of principles,
4

procedures,andpolicies, the adoption and enforcement of which we

believed essential to the success of a venture such as the qne on

which we wine embarking. Our intention was to provide studenti an

intensive experience in English, to imperse them In a ;anguage bath,

- -

and insofar as possible, to coordinate and integrate the content and

activitlia of the Program. We aim eJ at creating a familiar, comfortable,

'predictable, and safe environment for learning, one in which students

Could learn to trust us, themselves, and each other, and when they

could feel free to abandon their inhibitions about using a new ranguage.

AT of us believed in the goals we shared in'common, and in the necessity

for coordinating our efforts carefully if we were to guide and reinforce

students an their way to theatteimient of those goals.

144 agreed that the entire staff should meet togethe; at.Jeast once

a week to talk about Whet we were doing. in classes and about any Problems
. .

we might be encountering. InVidition, we agreed that having the teaching

team meet with the /meth! ed class for at leait one hour each week would

b, valuable and productive.

Finally, we adopted these policies for conducting the program:

Inasmuch as we had designed the Program to be an integral unit, we-stated

dlat abdents should not be allowed to register _for only selected parts,

but should be required to enroll in the Program in its entirety. Because



of our conviction that mastering a language requires daily practice

and reinforcement of learning, we stated that prompt and regular

class attendance would be expected. We set a-meximum number of

.
allowable absences for each clas.1, and agreed that'students who

exceeded that npmber would be dropped from the Course and also from

the Program, the unity and cdmpleteness of which Would otherwise be

lost. In setting these policies, we were determined to preserve the

philosophy on.which our design wa based Tp the program concept ih
J I

which seleited experienced .are coor as', means of. attaining

particular good 1\ropposed to 6
\:
eating thi'impression that these

were a set of isolate4 courses listed together5rom which students

1

may pick and choose.
1

,

m
e

Comeending Engl f : Objectives

\

ti

An addition to the principtes, procedures, and policies we had

set for the Program, .we had spent weekildefining our general objectie

we, and objectives for eichof the component Courses. For the population

we expected to be working with. ids considered the objectives appropriate
,

and realistlt. I have appended a complete' set to this report.

CY

cannot speak for my colleagues on the team, but I can,speakOlor

myself and say that when September arrived, and we were told that tree

PEP section for Chicano-Latino students had been' funded and that we24:ould.

be teaching it, I began to be concerned. When we were put on apigointoont

from September If- IS,' I knew I should be revising\my objectives,end yet,

I didn't have any information on which to, bass a revision. Who woad.

these students, be? What Aeeds would they have? How should Our,Progfire.
c;

1
11. I.,'



be adapted so as to be of greatest value to thee?: What language

facility would they have in English? How knowledgeable would they

be about communication patterns in the American ctilture? These

and other questions played through my mind.constantly.. Feeling

anxious, !would study my iist of objectives once again, always

with the Sinking feeling that they.somehow were'not well focused

for this unexpected assignment.

To allay some.pfAheanxiety, and to make some preparations

'for the now group, I decided to use the two-week appointment to

prepare a study guide for theltteXtbook, reasoning that, no matter

what the-ladguage proficiency of the group proved to be, the-study

guide would be useful: I prepared study questions over twelve

chapters from the textbook, Monologue to Dialogue' by Brown and Keller.

I can say Wm; in.retrospect, that the study guide provided an in-

valuable service to the students and :to me. But all the time I was

working on it,i was tormented by anxioukfeelings and doubts as

to its potential worth. After a test, run during fail quarter, 1979,

I refined the questions and had the book typed professionally by

Terri' Lawson in the ACt_Divisjen-Ofilce, then reproduced by offset

andand delivered to Williamson Bookstore where students now
at,

purchase it for use in the class.

The Chicano-Latino Students: My Assumptions vs. Reality

In the absence of information, I tried to anticipate who and how

(IN these students would be,' what educational backgrounds they would

probably present, end what language needs they'would bring. here are



some of my assumptions.- I assumed, first of all, that these students

would be older than average ; ,that they would be migrant wcrkers or the

sons dauihters of migrant workers, and that Spanish would be their

Tdprima language. 1 assumed, further, that as a_result of the migrant's

11fm, their educational backgrounds would be sparse -- perhaps severely

impoverl4hod.'-iNexpected most of them to have come from out of state,

end 1 imagined that many would have been without any permanent place of

residence. 1 believed that most would be,profiClent in Spanish, and

less comfortakie and confidant about their use of English. Mentally,

1 prepared myself to teach such a group of students.

began,

-

Mrissumptions couldn't have been more inaccurate. When the'quertar

this is what I discovered;

AUmber Permanent Number:

17 1

.ftk,l_t_ence

Minneapolis-St.Pau1 19.

18 8 Mexico 1

19 , 7 'Peru, South America 1

20_ 4 Womble, 1

22 1 Texas 6
23 1 Unknown I

25, 2

26 1

7' 4

Most, it turned out, were high school graduates, meny;from Twin Cities

high schools or schools in *Was, Mexico, or Peru. Only a few were

from migrant families. Many were fluent in Sponis butit was not by

any means the primary language of Most of the group. -A few could

neither speak nor understand Spanish. Three of them werktdastanding

students; two had been star athletes In high school.

In-Many'weys, They were probably not much different from other

entering freshmen. Their most obvious need seemed first, to become

1
p
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acclimated to the University, and then, to leernA6m discipline of

college study. While many seemed oldfor their years, several were

extremely immature,and carried with than nraugh much of the first

quarter behaviort more appropriate to high school than to college

students. Three of the students were dilatory about class attendance

and assignm7ts,' and despite repeated reminders about policies con-

cerning attpdance,and warnings that they would be dropped from the

Program for excessive absences, they persisted in cutting classes

and failing to turn in assigned work or to attend on days quizzes were

scheduled. When, finally, we enforced the rules we had set, and

dropped the dilatory students from the Program, we ran headlong into
-

a communication barrier with the Counseling-Support group that. had

been erected from misperceptions months before. From that moment on,

the battle lines were drawn; subsequent events,Jkowerer minor, fueled

the controversy and escalated feelings of both groups. What began as

misperceptions grew into convictions tinged with bitterness.

Course Activities

Students became active in my courses immediately, both in fall and

winter. in fall quarter, 1 wrote them a letter and gave it to them on

the first day. I asked themto write me a leiter of reply and turn it

in on the following class day. They were assigned to read a chaker

each week from their text, and to complete answers to the study guide

questions on that chapter. Each week, I collected the study guide,

answers -- for most chapters, there are 20030 questions IIMP read them,

wrote comments on them4'and returned them with a grade. Every other

week, I assigned a subject dealing with some aspect of interpersonal

communication, and required each student to prepare an oral presentation:

1 5
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which I recorded on videotape. Following each taping session, we
,

viewed the'presentations and noted students' growth in language usage,

and the changes in self-assurance and self-esteem. Most students

pade five videotapes throughout the quarter, and those have been saved

for review and poisible'research.. Unfortunately, during-the final

taping session, the machine failed, and as a result, the last presentetion

quarter which I had hoped to use as visual evidence of *tudents'

progres&wes lost forever. The students and I wore disappointed end

angry because we had been working toward that pinnacle all qual=i;r, and
/

we felt really let down.

4

In addition to the, written and oral ac ivitieif, I gave three

subjective tests and a finel written proje of self-evaluation during

fall quarter.

The winter quarter class dealt with leadership and group process.

Again, I involved students in the class immediately, this time by having

them address the class in the first session. Each student took part In

. four group projects throughout the quarter for which s/he was required

to take responsibility with the others for everything from beginning to

end +- fran search for a topic to the final polished presentation. I

tried to involve each student in a leadership role at some time during

the quarter. Students were required to develop group outlines and

Individual outlines for each of the four pedjeCts, and to submit those

outlines for review and grade. .00

In addition to the written and oral activities, I gave three

subjective tests and a final written project of self-evaluation during ----

winter quarter.
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Records of Growth

Grade reports stand as evidence of students' progress iPaperse,

and those are available for research purposes. But grade reports,

,,_can't tell theuman side of the story. The visual experience of seeing

students' written and oral workweek after week gives a much more. coe-

plate sense of how and whet grokth occurs.

I have alreidy reported that the videotapes-which students made In

the interpersonal communication'course have been preserved: In addition

to the videotapes, 1 had.Xorox copies made Of all the teststhey:wrote,

throughout the:two quarters, their letters to me, and their final self-

evoluations. All of those are kept in the individual file we established

.for each student, together with standardized test scores and.other

relevant data.

Student Response to the Oral Comunication Courses in the Program

At th, end of the winter quarter,'A asked students In both sections
.1

of my course -- 1464 for Commanding English -- to fill out course evalua-

tions for the all-University Student Course information Project (SLIP).

Those two sections involved the Chicano-Latino PEP group, and also the
k.

International group of Commanding English. 1-have appended a copy of

the final compilation of their, responses.
A

combined in 'this final report, but I have

The two sections have been

included with this report,

nonetheless,.because I believe -it represents both sections fairly.. Be-

sides the booklet which will be issued to studen s, I have also attached

a Xerox copy_of_the_page-contained'in the adviso unabridged version

of the'SC1P report which gives more complete information.
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Students',Narretive Responses to the Course and the PrograM

Teachers are like parents. When they are eond of students and

prot's of the part they'Oe played In bringing about growth, teachers

enjoy telling others what their Students had to say about the course

and its value to them. 114e restrained myself from doing what jr would

like to have don, for this report: ,reproduce every initial letter to

foliced by each student's final self- evaluation for each quarter

of the program, so that readers could share in the students' excitement
'L

and enthusiasm about their results. Instead, I have selectsd this self-

evaluation, written at the end of the first *tarter by a student from

South America who knew almost no English when the quarter began:

When 1entered the University in September I was afraid
of many things: my disadvantage in language, not to be-e good
student, of the teachers, almost everything. Also I didn't
know or I wasn't sure which courses to take or where to go for
help.

I think during this quarter I have learned alot of things
which will be useful for me to being a good student. I think
the reading skill 'center is a valuable help to the student.

I

myself took a lot of advantage of this center, at first because
they have tutors in there and second, because you learn a lot
In the courses 1401-1402.

Also I'm not afraid of the teachers any more. Because all
of them are always open to help the students. For me It's
important to'have good communication with the instructors.

In resume I'm grateful to'ell the Instructors because 1

'think they made a tot of work tiN make us feel not to be of
of the University or the instructors. And J also think that 1
have learned very, much. shave developed my skills in English
and communication.

at the_end_of-the -quirter 1-feel different sthan at the
beginning. 1 feel more secure of myself and what are my goals
In here. Also I know now that I can be and everybody can be a
good .student If we want and work for it. My opinion is here in
the "U" the students can gat all the help they need, but the
studenti have to be interested in being good students and also
have the strong mind of'make sure that they are really doing-
their best inhere.

November 30, 1979



In spring quarter, 1980, we offered a new, sequence of Commanding

English Which enrolled a group of international studeihts and a group

of Chicanorlatino students who were referred to as the *monolingual°

, group because when they entered the University in fall, 1979, theyo

could-speak no English. 1 haven't slid anything about that offering

of .theProgram in this report because 1 had too much else to cover.

But the experience was a very good one,-and I shall'meke iethe

subject 4f anqther-paper some this. I would like to include the

end-of-quarter evaluations wr=itten by tweef the Chicano students.

as witness to the value they placed upon their experience in our

Program.

t

.

Student A: First of all I would like_to_tell you-that
the.principai reason I enrolled in the'Commandlng English
Program was the encouragsment given by ly previous instructor
(Sally Lund-Chirinnos),w6ose excellent teaching Style con..
tributed a lotto my preparation to qualify for 'this, program.
The Commanding English Program was very iiractIcal.ind usef04
for me and I am going to try to explain a little bit\ln what
manner it help me to improve mY knowledge . . .

Although 1465 was the most difficult class, it was also
the most important because communication is the genesis, the
origin, the root of any culture. It is the basis to begin
any relationship between two persons or between:she people.

I am coMpletily sure, that my confidence'increased uring
itthis period because the peculiar style which the instru or

taught this course made me feel more comfortable AO I ac-
quired a lot of experiences` that before I never anitlyzed.

.

(.

1 compared and valued i my rlier experiences with my
actual situation"and I erred that can do better anything
if I want todo'it.

To summarize 1 bete this has,been a magnificent
Intensive training Engli course.which provided Ine with an
excellent information regerding toverrand different aspects
of thi* extraordinary new\culture

I only suggest that tb is kind ro .pregrava, will. continue
in the future for new tudents .whopeed special classes to
improve' their kdowledge .

1 3 /ley, 1980
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Student B: 1 did enroll in the Commending English
because I need to learn a lot of things about vocabulary,
Mading, spelling, paragraphing yid interpersonal Communi-
cation . .

Interpersonal Communication was a course too beautiful
tome because I . never had deliberated how people can be
friendly with math other through the Communication. I

jammed how people can understand me through the sounds,
signs, gestures, manners. I had heard about these things

-/ but 1 never had.been trying to practice than. I think the
teacher was the most important Person to me because when
she was'telking about some experience, I felt like she was
remembering some part of my life before I came to this .

class . . .

°
The use of videotape had too much value to me because

I never had been in TV and the first. time I was too nervous.
But I felt too good because I thoUght that I wes.e TV star
and I was talking in front of thousands 'of people because
I saw the rest of my'classmates like a big crowd. . ,

I think without the tutors in skill center I had not
been able to do a lot of things because when I had a problem
in some of my assignments I went to some of them and they
helped me, to resolve it.

I give thanks to all of them .

May 19B0

Supporting Services

This is an effective program, a acrogram that works successfully,

as a review off retention rites and students' grades reveal. Much of

its success is due to the careful planning and strong relationships

developed by our team, and to the almost daily interchange of information

about classroom events and potential student problems. Much is due to

the excellent backup.help we:reCeive from the tutors in the Skills

Centers. In my Opinion, the master key to the program's effectiveness

Is in the centreliy of Sandra Dylla as chairperson. in her role

Director of the Skills Center, she isable to biing into the team a

VP

group of teaching associates and tutors, to train them for working with



the students, and to monitor their work. Oally,.as we spot students'

needs or problems, we report them to Sandra. 'In turn, she moves

quickly sass the student, assigns a tutor to work with him/her on

the problem, Ind arranges for whatever followup.help may be needed.

Without that centrality and that potential for almost immediate action,

I believe the program would never have the success this one has.

Personal Note

Teaching in an intensive program like this is a draining experience.

At thp same 'time, it is such a rewarding experiance for metoworkeilth

the kinds-of students I have been describing in this paper that I dread

the day when that must end. Teaching two sections of this program last

fall, in addition to a 3-level courts in Organizational Cemmunication
:

which completed may academic load, was almost more then I could manage

By the fourth week of the quarter, I knew that unless I was provided

teaching,assistant help, I was headed fora physical collapse.

I went to express appreciation to Professor Zanonl'and to Dean

Lupton for recognizing the validity of my appeal, and for providing me

with a reader to assist with papers and tests. I know that I could

not have sustained the load without that help. I know, too, that

would have had to withdraw from the Program had some relief not been

provided. appreciate the reduction in load that I was given during

wAter quarter; I needed that time to prepare the second quarter of

our sequence and to stay one -half step ahead C4 my two classes. I am

A
committed to the concept of requiring students to write and speak0

almost daily Pm a program such as this. But that requirement Is worthless

c
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to students without a teacher's reading and commenting upon what

has been written or spoken. The value of it derives from the dialogue.

-14$
It's that dialogue that want to continue, but-i\orier to do so, I

need the kind of support you provided me last year.

Finally, 1 want to say Cat I'm excited about being a part of this

endeavor and proud that this College encourages us In this effort. 1

have trumpeted this Program at SCEP and at the Immigration History

Research Center, and have found genuine interest in whit we are doing.

August, 1980

Evelyn tines Hansen

1
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Some Statistics
.

Here are same figures showing enrollments in 07 fail, winter,

and spring PEP sections of Commanding English, apd the distribution

of final gradesAn those courses.

Fall, 1979
GC 1463

Winter, 1980 Spring, 1990
GC 1464 _GC.140

initial Enrollment

Final Grades:

26 21

AIl 2 2

A id 4 2

8 9 1 4

8 5 2

'1G 7 3 4
a

C 6 S

C 5
.

2 1

. '0 4 01 0

4' 0 3 1 0

N 0 I

3 4
A.

I.

14

2

3

2

2

0

0

2



Appendix A ,

comucorna ENGLISH: OBJECTIVES

OVERALL GOAL: 'Ay the end of-the progran, otudente 'win have greater proficiency
in English in the following four areas.. .1

1. Vocabulary (word-level proficiency)__
A. Production: Students will learn to write and spell correctly)

and speak a sizeable number of new words, using them with sr
appropriate denotation. and connotation, and syntactic accuracy.

B. Comprehension: Students will learn to read and hear a sizeable
,number of new words, and, in doing so, understand the denotation
and connotation of these words in the discourses therappear.in.

2. Idioms (phrase-level proficiency)
A. Produifion: Students will learn to speak and write idioms correctly.
B. Comprehension: Students will, be able to understand these idioms

'wham they readithem or-hear them spoken.

3. Syntax (sentence-level proficiency)
A. Production: Students will be able to speak and write sentences

in which they make correct use. of a wide range of sentence patterns.
E. .Comprehenlien:. Stidtate,will be able to understand the syntactic

amtuctures used in'tfie speech:they hear, and in the material they.
read.

4. Discourie (conversation-to paragraph-level)
A. Production: Students will be able to give short speeches or write

short paragraphs that show command of the pievious three areas
plus ability to. construct wall-formed discourse.

B. Comprehftsion: Students will be able to understand well - formed
written or spoken discourse.

t

4

_y
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Course Ob ectives for CC 1401 for Non-native ,En :'list S eakers

,

.A. Students will master* several vocabularies
1. Pre-set vocabularies (200 Julie)

A.' TechniCai vocabulary: the'vocebulary of word study; examples:
noun, verb,, transitive, etymology, derivation, cognate, etc. (to .

be more fully specified,t Jill) (about 50 items).
B. Nest<oemon word- parts: limit here df soe0thing like 50 vordparti.
C. .Foreign elements in English: loan-words from Chinese, Arabic,

Spanish, American Indian,. Frendh, etc. (about 100 items).
4 2. Pragmaticgdiematic: finding their ownmords from au kinda of sources,

.encourage 2 /day? (go about.140 items).*

. 4

*master means: A) will be:ablete recognize and understand** these words
on a reading twit; B) will be able to *its paraphrases of senteAces
(one-to-One) containing these words; C) will be able to pronounewthe
words correctly; D) will, be able to hear and.Understand** a story containr
Ins these words.

4

**Understand seems: use in speach.or writing in-sway that a well-- educated
.native,speekar does not find odd; respond to the' word' in a way' that a well-,
educated native(speaker would not find odd.

B. Students will demonstrate mastery of dictionary search techniques by taking
-ze_dictionary-search test and-earning a scare 'of at least 10:.

C. Students will demonstrate.pastery of an independent -study vocabulary- development
technique by showing the teacher the written product of the technique, and by

Iperforming A.2, above.

Course Ob actives for CC 1402 for Non-native English SPeekers

A. Given a aeries of short articles, students will demonstrate their ability to
use a variety of reading techniques on them. For example, if given an
'article end instructions to survey it, students should be able.to pass a short
test (score 702 correct or better) on content of first parag*apb; headings,
and list_ paragraph. If given an article and instructions to skin it, then,

.

after one minute or less, they should be able either to write a precis or take
a test to measure how much of,the gist.. of the article they took in, and, so oa.

4

B. StUdents will be ableito identify in pieces of writing:
1. main ideas
2. supporting ideas .

3. orgenisational'pattern
a. temporal
b. spatial
c. logical
d. topical

4. components of discourse
a. conversational .

b. expository -

c. narrative
d. descriptive

relationships among parts of a discourse;
.

structural patterns
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C.- Students will improve reading speed. Average improvement will-be 50E of /

i,initial reading heed; except that a final reading speed of 350 wpm, regard-
'less of iMprovement rate, coupta as B-level work, provided recall stays
around 702 (effective raiding rata e 245 wpm).

l .\
* :

D. Students will report th3t the amount of time they devoteto.antside'relding
unrelated to coursework has increased, that they get more-reading done in
the amount of time they devote to reading, and that they rlt. more pleasure,
feel more successful when they read.

.

r

(----

w
..... Students will be ableto read and comprehend at a *init.= of threelevels.

(ranging from casual to formal).

Course Ob ;caves for GC 1465 for Non-Native English Speakers

Students will be able to use their daily vocabulary (piegmetic/idiomatic)
findings appropriately in spoken discoirea.

IB. IlLeywrill be able-to respond to questions -from the instructor and fellow
students, about their pragmatic/idiomatic vocabulary..

C. They will'each be able to speak for at least two minutes per class meeting.
-bout their activities in 1401/2/3/4.

D. They Will ,each share one idea (concept) per class meeting learned in the course
of their rweding fon 1402.

E.. They will be better able to handle themselves in a variety of situatioma which
model some environments: restaurant settings., telephone use, approaching
officials (assertiveness/tact training) making complaints, understanding
media (TV', !movies, a radio).

P. They will, at the end of the course be able ,to converse at a minimum of two
levels (ranging froi casual to formal) and understand other speakers at a minion
of three levels.

Course Ob actives for.GC 1404: Grammar Tarot* h Writin
Non-

Native English Szegma
.

i.

A. Students will be'able to use their developing vocabulary in clear,, idiomatic,
\simple and compound -sentences which are punctuated accordizig to SAX.

A, %

B. Students will be able to coordinate Words, phrases, and clauses and to punctu-
,I ate coordinitian according to SAE.

C. Students will be able to invert word order of simple sentences - as questions, t
mark emphasis, to add variety.

D. Students will be able to identify4and write sentences id active and passive
voice.
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E. Students will be able to identify and write sentences in the three most basic
English patterns,(Subject-Verb, Subject-Verb-Object., Subject-Lindng Verb-
Subject Complcient).

F. Students will be able to write sentences of varying lengths, intludiing sen-
tences of 15 or r words, that follow all above criteria.

C. Studentawill-be able to sustain a subject through several sentences.

H. Students will be *bre to combine sentences on i sustained topic into a co-,ordinate structure paragraph.

I. Students will be able to write a paragraph at a minimum of two levels Mai
4=4,1 to formal);

J. Students will master spellings in vocabulary course both pre-set and pragmatic.

K. Studento will master basic rules of spelling that those words illustrate.
.

L. Students will be able to extend application of those rules to new words.
I

1
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PEP PACKAGES

Required Courses

1979-1980

V.



.PEP I (American Indian) SCHEDULE: 1979-80

= Required Courses

Fall, il_979

1405 (3 cr) Communication Skills: Fundamentals of Usage and Style
or

1421 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar (see course description attached)-__

1831 (4 cr) Special Topics: Chemical Dependency (see course
description attached)

Winter, 1980

1405 (3 cr) Communication Skills (continued)
or

1421 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing (continued).
.or

1422 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Communicating in Society

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

1832 '- (4 cr) Special Topics: Extended Family

Spring, 1980

1421 (4 cr)
or

1422 (4 cr)

Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing (continued)

,/
Writing Laboratory: Communicating in Society (continued)

1431-1433 (3 cr) Fundamental College Mathematics (elective)
(Special sections reserved for PEP students)

1708 .(2 cr) Support Seminar

1833 (4 cr) Special Topics: Bi-cultural Existence

A

r)



PEP II (Chicano/Latino: Monolingual) SCHEDULE: 1979-80

Required Courses

Fall, 1979

1278 (3 cr) Special. Topics: Migrants in Minnesota (see course
description attached)

1409 (4 cr) Individual Study: Communication Skills

1429' (3 cr) Individual Study: Writing

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

Winter, 1980

1278 (3 cr) Special Topics: Chicano. History

1409 (4 cr) Individual Study: C9mmunication Skills (continued)

1429 (3 cr) Individual Study:.Writing ( gontinued)

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar-

Spring, 1980

1401 (3 cr) Communication Skil;:::ocahulary Development

1402 '(3,cr) CommUnication Skills: Reading, Comprehension, and
Study Skills

1403 (2 cr) Improving' Spelling and Punctuation

1404 (2 cr) Writing Grammatical Sentences and Developing Organized
Paragraphs

1465 (3 cr) Oral Communication: In'terpersOnal Communication

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

J '



PEP II (Chicano/Latino: Bilingual)' SCHEDULE,: 1979-80

Required Courses

Fall, 1979

(3 cr)

(3 cr)

Special Topics: Migrants in Minnesota (see course
description attached)

Communication Skills: Vocabulary Development

1278

1401

1402 (3 cr) Communication Skills: Reading, Comprehension, and
Study Ski is

1403 (2 cr) ImprOving Spelling and Punctuation

1404 (2 cr) Writing Grammatical Sentences and Developing Organized
Paragraphs

1465 (3 cr) Oral Communication: Interpersonal Communication

1708 (2 cr) SLupport Seminar

Winter, 1980

(
,

1278 (3 cr) Special Topics: Chicano History

1405 (3 cr) Communication Skills: Fundamentals of Usage and Style
or

1421 (4 c_) Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing

1406 (3 cr) Improving Study Skills, Readifig Comprehension, and
Vocabulary

1464 (4 cr) Oral Communication: Group Process and Discussion

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

Spring, 1980

1278 (3 cr) Special Topics: Chicano Literature (see course
description attached)

1421/ (1i.cr) Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing
. or -

1422 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Communicating in. Society

1431-1433 (3 cr) Fundamental College Mathematics (elective)
(Special sections reser ed for PEP students)

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar



PEP III (Black) SCHEDULE: 1979-80

Required Courses

6

\

___ -
--...\

Fall, 1979

1405 (3 cr) t . Communication-Skills: Fundamentals of Usage and Style

1461 (5 cr) Oral Communication: Basic Principles

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

, 1815 (5 cr) Afro-American Studies

Winter, 1980

1212 (5 cr) :Utban Problems

1421 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Personal Writing

1431-1433 (3 cr) Fundamental College Mathematic (elective)
(Special sections reserved for PEP students)

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

Spring, 1980

1422 (4 cr) Writing Laboratory: Communicating in Society

1431-1433 (3 cr) Fundamental College Mathematics (elective)
(Special sections reserved for PEP students)

1708 (2 cr) Support Seminar

1816. (2 cr) Afro-American Literature



GC 1.278

COURSE DESCRIPTIOI4S,

Special PEP Courses

Special Topics: Migrants in Minnesota (Fill, 1979)

The course will provide an analysis Of main issues involved in migratory farm-
labor conditions. As a social issue, the areas of study to be covered are education,
legislation, and labor/employment. The need to relate academic knowledge to experi -.
ential knowledge is a prime concern. For this reason, guest lecturers and panels
will be used in the class as primary resource persons. Films and news coverage will
be discussed.

GC 1278 rSpecial Topics: Chicano Literature (Spring, 1980)

This course will examine the development of the Mexican community in the U.S.
in the 20th century. It will focus on the changes that took place in that community
as a consequence of increased immigration from Mexico and on labor demands which
resulted from agricultural gnd industrial developments in the U.S., as well as labor
shortages caused by the two world wars. .Major emphasis given to the tensions between
those parts of the community that maintained their Mexican culture and those which
stressed tie Americanization of the Mexican population, and how these tensions led
to the development of a Chicano consciousness. The course will utilize literature
to show how these changes manifested themselves.

GC 1708 rf.' Support Seminar (each quarter)

This, course is designed to develop the basic academic skills of entering fresh-
men and provide the information essential to their success as students on this
campus. Through a combination of lectures, discussions, and classroom. assignments,
students will 'increase their retention of,information from lectures and texts,
improve their performance on exams and written assignments, learn to cope with
standard University procedures, and obtain information about the campus and com-
munity resources available to support their efforts.

GC 1831 Special Topics: Chemical Dependency (Fall, 1979)

This course will not be a conventional course dealing with drug abuse. What
we/hope to do is to look at the conventional literature on causes, effects, and
treatment of chemical abuse to see whether there are cultural values implicitly and
explicitly assumed inthis literature which may limit its applicabilityto specific
population groups within American society, specifically American Indian individuals
and families.

In order to consider this hypothesis, we will look at a number of'Indian and
non-Indian chemical dependency prevention and treatment programs in the Minneapolis/
St. Paul area. We will-also look at basic cultural differences between Indians and
non-Indians to ascertain to what extent these basic differences must be taken into
consideration in the cause/treatment/effect pestions revolving around chemical
dependency.
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SUMMARY OF PEP COSTS

1979-1980

Prepared

by

Candido P. ,Zanoni
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SUMMARY OF PEP COSTS

PEI' I

Fall '79

$ 5,295

PEP II (M) 2,103

PEP II (B) 8,807

PEP III 1,478

Evaluation 1,487

HELP Center 371

CSD (Carrillo) .2,124

SBM (Math)

Start-up Coatp 10,198

Final Evaluation

TOTALS $ 31,863

1979-1980

Winter '80 rin Total

$ 5,542 , 20 $ 16,157
S.

2,820 8,205 13,128

7,862 5,712 22,381

35

1,450 1,438 4,366

2,606 1,996 6,089

338 590' 1,299

2,124 2,124 6,372

1,593 r- 1,593

10,198

t.

5,981

$ 24,335 $ 25,385 $ 87,564
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SUMMARY OF PEP COSTS -- Fall: 1979

(Through pecember.15.; 1979)

PEP

PEP II (M)

PEP II (B)

PEP III

Evaluation

HELP Center

Start-Up' Costs

TOTAL

5,295

2,143

8,807

,1,478

3,611 f

371

10,198

$ 31,863



PEP I (Amc!rican Indian)

PEP FUNDING -- 1979

Course
Number .Credits

Enroll-
ment Instructor(s)

,,

Assistant(s)
Projected
Costs

.

Actual'

Costs

1P05-4
1421-15

r'
iY

21
2

.

Voods .

$1 330 (TA-I R)

.

$ 1,330, $41,330..00
Raphael Szykowski.
(UTA) 10 Ox$4 400 ,, 344.00

1708-1 2 25 Ledinpham
TwoBears
ilackenzie

Brooks Staples
-

(UTA-WS)
20A10x$4=800 160 ,63.20

1831 4 , 37 Ledingham
Donna Thompson

3,186 , 3;186.00

(UTA) 10x10x$4 -400 180.00

Rarona Smith
(UTA) 10x10x$4 400 192.00

TOTAL $ 6,876 $ 5,295.20

WS = Work Study

TA-I R = Reaching Associate I replacement

TA-II = Teaching Associate II



PEP TUNDING -- Fall, 1979

.PEP II (Chicano Monolingual)

Course
Projected Actual

Number Credits ment Instructor(s) Assistant(s) Costs Costs

1278 3 42* Hinojosa-Smith
Perez
Cortez

1409 4 11 Lund-Chirinos
$1,330 (TA-I)

1429 3, 11 Lund-Chirinos
$1,330 (TA-I)

Susan Johnson

(UTA) lbx10x$4

1708-3 2 " 11 Pe ez
Fe land

I

*Bilingual and mOnolingual joint class

WS = Work. Study

TA-I, = Teaching Associate I

$ 1%3301_

30J

400

$ 997.50

240.00

Skills denter 865 865.d0

TOTAL 3,925 $ 2,102.50

SKILLS CENTER BILINGUAL TUTORS

Ann Williams
Assist in both (UTA) 15x10x$4 $ 600
Chicano programs

Lynn Thompson

- [1/3 charged to PEP II (Mc)] (TA-I) 25% 998

[2/3 charged to rEP II (B)] James Davies
(TA-I) 25%

TOTAL $ 2,596 x 1/3 =

$865 (M)

2,596 X 2/3"=

$1,731 (B)



PEP II (Chicano Bilingual)

Enroll-
Credits ment

PEP FUNDING --

Instructor(s)

Fall, 1979

Assistant(s)
Projected
Costs

Actual
Costs

Course
Number

1278 3 42* Hinojosa-Smith
Perez
Cortez

Jerry Trujillo
(UTA) 20x10x$4 800 $ 520.00

Roger Hernandez.

(UTA) 10x10x$4 376.00

1401-5 3- 26 Gidmark
$1.330 (TA-I R)

Lis owers-White
1,330 , 1,330.00,

( TA) 8x5x$6.84 274 242.82

1402-5 3 12 Rosenberg
1402-6 3 15 $2,660' (TA-I) 2 . 660. 1,785.00

1403-3 1 25 Dylla
1404-3 1 25 51,330 (TA-I R) 1,330 1,330.00

1465,1 3 30 Hansen
$1,330 (TA-I R). 1,330 1,330.00

Daniel Moore
(UTA) 10x4x$4 160 88.00

1708-2 2 25 Perez
Welland
Cavillo

Brook Haglund
(UTA-WS)
20x10x$4=800 160 70.40

Skills Center 1,731 1,731.00

TOTAL 10,175 $ 8,807.22

*Bilingual and monolingual joint class
.

WS = Work Study

TA-I = Teaching ,Associate I

TA -I R = Teaching Associate I replacement



PEP FUNDING -- Fall, 1279

PEP III (Black)

;Course Enroll-
Plumber Credits 'ment Instructor(s) Assistant(s)

1405-3 3 25 Knutson
1421-8 4 10 $1,330 (TA-I R) 1. ,

Harold White
(UTA-VS)
10x10x$4=400

.\ 1461-2

1708-4

27 Bellamy

35 White
Cuz-n
Smith
Lang

1815 5 33 PEP 'Smith

(49 total)

WS = Work Study '

TA-I R = Teaching Associate I replacement

N

z

4

Melaku Endeshaw
(UTA-WS)
20x10x$4=800

TOTAL

0

N.

Projected.

Costs:

c

Actual
Costs

$ 1,330 $ 1,330.00

.

, 80, 86.80

160 60.80

$ 1,570 $ 1,477.60

J.

4.

J

O

0



_PEP FUDIUG -- fall, 1r179

Evaluation

Joan Garfield (TA-I)

Projected
Costs

Actual
Costs

Romano -- Assistants

F--25%.1$2,993+3.) 998 $ 998.00
s : (W--50%)

.

. (S--25%)

Cora Hamzavia (URA)
2x10x$4 54.00

Richard Bragg'(URA)
20x11x$4c aeo 1135.20
(replaced Hamzavia)

CSD (replacement) Tom Carrillo
50% (TA-II R)
$6,372t3 2,124 2,124.00

TOTAL $ 4,002 $ 3,611.20-

HELP Center?

Peer Advisors Tam Bui (UTA-WS)
20x10x$4=800 160 $ 110.40

Myrna Stedman (UTA-WS)
20x10x$4=800 160 150.40

Rollin Smith (UTA)
20x10x$14=800 160 110.40

TOTAL 480 371.00

TA-I = Teaching\Associate

URA = Undergraduate Research Associate

-
TA-II R = Teaching-As-SO61sta II replacement

UTA = Undergraduate Teaching Assistant

WS = Work Study



'Start4p Expenses

1 ACP

SBS

CSD

ArringtOn.

Dylla

Gidmark

Hansen

Knutson
0-

LuncPChirinos

Woods

Killen

D. Jones-.

Romano

PEP FUNDING -- Fall, 1979

Sept. 1-15

t;

Aug.-15 - Sept. 15

Sept. 1-15

$ 868.89

833.34'

788.89

'1,266.67

332.50

665.00

665.00

$ 2,361.00

1,967.00

$ 450.00

$ 5,420.20

4,328.00

450.00

TOTAL. $ 10,198.29



C.

SUMMARY OF PEP COSTS -- Winter, 19.80

(Through March 15, 1980)

PEP I $ 5,542)

PEP II (M) 2,820

PEP II (B) . 7,862

PEP III, 2,450

Evaluatibn 4,730
k

HELP Center 338

SBM (Math) 1,593

TOTAL '$ 24,335

2
O



PEP I (American Indian)

Course
Number Credits

1405-2
1421-9 11- 4

1422-16

.Enroll-

ment

9

13

0

1708-1 2 20

1832 4 26

PEP FUNDING -- Winter, 1980

PrOeCted Actual
Instructor(s) Assistant(s) Costs. Costs

Woods.

$1,330 (TA-I R) /$ 1,330 $ 1,330.00
Raphael Szykowski
(UTA) 10x10x$4
Minnie Oakgrove

400 140.00
204.00

(UTA) 10x10x$4

Ledingham 00
TwoBears
Mackenie

Roger Welch
(UTA-WS)
20X10x$4=800 160 96:00

Wingham
$3,186 (TA-II) 3,186 3,186.00

Ramona Smith

(UTA)'10x10x$4

Donna Thompson

400 10,.20.00,
/e

(UTA) 10x10x$4 400 466.00.

TOTAL $ 5,876 $ 5,542.00

WS =Work Study

TA-I R = Teaching Associate I replacement

TA-II = Teaching Associate II

4



PEP FUNDING -- Winter, 1980

PEP II (Chicano/Hispanic Monolingual)

Course
Number

.

Credits
Enroll -

went

1278* 3 19*

1409 4 13

1429 3 11

1708-3 10

Instructors) Assistant(s)

Paul Carrizales
.(1/4

$1,062 2 = $531

Lund-Chirinos
$1,330 (TA-I)

Lund-Chirinos
$1,330 (TA-I)

Perez et al.

Susan Johnson
(UTA) 10x10x$4

Projected Actual
Costs Costs

$ 531 $ 531.00
A

1,330 -)

997.50

1,330

400 43C.00

01

Skills Center** 865 b55:00

TOTAL

**SKILLS CENTER BILINGUAL TUTORS

$ 4,456 $ 2,819.50

r- Ann Williams

Assist in both (UTA) 15x10x$4 $ 600 $ 570.00

Chicano pro
gr

ams
,/ Lynn Thompson

[1/3 charged to PEP II (M)] 1 (TA-I) 25% 998 998.00

[2/3 charg,;:a to PEP II (B)]
James Davies
(TA-I) 25% 998 998.00

TOTAL

*Bilingual and monolingual joint class
..(1/2 charged to each)

WS = Work Stpdy

TA -I = Teaching.Associate I

= Teaching Associate II

$ 2,5(16 2,566.00

$2,596 x 1/3 = $865 (M)

$2,596 x"2/3 = $1,731 (B)



PEP FUNDING -- Winter, 1980

PEP II (Chicano/Hispanic Bilingual)

Course
Nuiber Credits

Enroll-
ment

1278* 3 19*

1405-4 -) 2

1421-7 -I- 19

1406-3 2 12

1464-1 4 21

,

1708 -2 2 11

Projected Actual
Instructor(s) -Assistant(s) Costs Costs

P. Carrizales
(1/4 TA-II)
$1,602 I- 2 = $531

2idmark
$1,330 (TA-I R)

Rosenberg
(GTA- R)'50%50%

E. Hansen
$41,330 (TA-I R)

Perez et al.

*Bilingual and monolingual joint class
(1/2 charged to each)

**See PEP II Monolingual

WS = Work Study

TA-I Teaching Associate I

TA-I R = Teaching-Associate I replacement

TA-II = Teaching Associate II

$ 531 531.00
Jerry Trujillo
(UTA) 10x10x$4 400. 320.00

1,330 1,330.00
Lisa Bowers-White
(GTA) 17% 7 J 506 505.75

.......-

1,785 1,785.00

1,330 1,330.00

- - --

Daniel Moore
(UTA) 10x15x$4 203 100.00

Julia Haglund
(UTA -WS)

20x10x$4=800 160 77.60

Roger Hernandez,
(UTA) 10x10x$4 400 172.00

Skills Center** 1,731 1,711.00

TOTAL $ 8,373 $ 7,862.35
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PEP FUNDING -- Winter, 1980

PEP III (Black)

Course
Number Credits

Enroll-
ment

.-

InstructcAs) Assistant(s)
Projected

Costs

1212 i 5 54 N. Smith $ -__-

,
(32 PEP)

1405-3 -1 10 Knutson
1421-8 4 15 $1,330 (TA-I R) S 1,330
1422-7-P 7 Harold White

(UTA-WS)
20x10x$4=800 160

e

1708-4 2 28 B. Smith et al.
j Melaku Endeshaw

(UTA-WS)
, 20x10x$4=800 160,

TOTAL $ 1,650

WS = Work Study

TA-1 R Teaching Associate I replacement /9

Actual
Costs

$

1,330.00

20.80

99.20

$ 1,450.00



.,,
PEP FUNDING -- Winter, 1980

SBM

Math
Instructor

O

Course Enroll -
Number went

Projected Actual
Costs Costs

1431-4
1432-4
(reg. offering)
1431-9
1432-9
(PEP sections)

HELP Center

21

16
Myriam Steinbeck
1/2x75%x$12,744

TOTAL

Tam Bui (UTA-WS)
10x10x$4=400

Myrna Stedman (UTA-W$)
20x10x$4=800

Rollin Smith (UTA-WS)
20x10x$4-800

TOTAL

Joan Garfield (TA-I)
50% = $1,996

Richard 13ragg (URA)
20x11x$4\

Tom Carrillo
(TA-II R) 50%

TOTAL

$ 1,593 $ 1,593.00

$ 1,593

$ 160

160

160

$ 1,593.00

103.20

100.80

134.00

Peer Advisors

Evaluation

$ 480

$ 1,996

880

2;124

$ 338.00

$ 1,996.00

610.00

2,124.00

Romano -- Assistants

CSD - Rlplacement

$ 5,000 $ 4,130.00

WS = Work Study

TA-I Teaching Assoc .ate I

URA = Undergraduate Research Associate

TA-II R = Teaching Associate II. replacement
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SUMMARY OF PEP COSTS -- Spring, 1980.

(Through June 30,',1980)

PEP I $ 5,320

PEP II (M)` 8,205

4/

PEP II (B) 5,712

PEP III '1,438

Evaluation 1,996

HELP Center 590

CSD 2,124

TOTAL 0 25,385



PEP I (Ame'rican

Credits

Indian)

Enroll-
went

PEP FUNDING -- Spring, 1980

Insiructor(s Assistant(s)
Projected

Costs
Actual
Costs

Course
Number(

1405-2 3 Shaw \

1421-9 4 8 $1,330 (TA-I R)\, $ 1,330 $ 1,330.00
1422-6 12 Minnie Oakgvove

(ETA) 10x10x$4 400 . 496.00

1708-1 2 16 Ledingham
Mackenzie
TwoBears

Donna Thompson
'(UTA) 1010x$4 400 200.00

1833 4 20 Ledingham -0

$3,186 (TA-II) 3,186 3,186.00
Ramona Smith
(UTA) 10x10x$ 400 108.00

TOTAL $ 5,716 $ 5,320

UTA = Undergraduate Teaching Assistant

Tt-I R = Teaching Associate I replacement

= Teaching Associate II



t.

PEP FUNDING -1 Spring, 1980

PEP II (Chicano/Hispanic\ Monolingual)

Course Enroll- \
Number Credits ment Instructor(S) Assistant(s)

1401-4 3 19* 0i ark
$10330 (TAI R

Carol Singh
(UTA) 10x10x$4

14021
-and

3 Rosenberg
19* (1/2 GTA)

140 -3, 3 Susan Johnson
(UTA) 10x10x$4

1403-2 2 19*
Lund-Chilnos
(1/2 TA-I)

1404-2 2 19*
1

\.

1465-2 3 20* Hansen

(TA-I R) \ ,

I
Daniel Moore

\ II lok
(UTA) 10x10x$4

,z 1708-4 2 r 20*. .Felland et al.
Jerry Trujillo .

(UTA-WS) `,,-

10x10x$4

Skills Center**

4

*Includes 8 Asian/American students

**See Chicano/Hispanic Bilingual

TA-I R = Teaching AssoCiate I replacement

WS = Work Study

Si

TOTAL

Projected
Costs

Actual
Costs

$ 1,330

400

$ 1,330.00

304:00

1,785. 1,785.00

.400 *432.00

\

1,995 1,995.00

1,330 1,330.00

400 100.00

-___

4Q0 63.60

865 865.00

$ 8,905 $ 8,204.60



PEP II

PEP FUNDING --

(Chicano/Hispanic Bilingual)

Enroll -

Credits ment Instructor(s)

Spring, 1980

Assistant(s)

Course
Number

'1278 4 17 Carrizales

Jerry Trujillo
(UTA-WS)
10x10x$4

1422-7 4 10 Gidmark
(TA-I R)

Lisa Bowers-White
(GTA 17%)

1708-2 2 20 Perez et al.
Julia Haglund
(UTA-WS)
10x10x$4

Skills Center**

TOTAL

**SKILLS CENTER BILINGUAL TUTORS

Assist in both
Chicano programs

[1/3 charged to PEP II (M)]
[2/3 charged to PEP II (B)]

WS = Work Study

TA-I R = Teaching Associate I replacement

Ann Williams
(UTA) 15x10x$4

Lynn Thompson
(TA-I) 25%

James Davies
(TA-I)-25%

TOTAL

Projected
Costs

Actual
Costs

$ 2,124 $ 2,124.00

400 63.60

1,330 1,330.00

506 362.52

400 100.80

1,731 1,731.00

$ 6,491 $ 5,711.92

$ 600 $ 570.00

. 998 , 998.00

998 998.00

$ 2.596 $ 2,566.00

$2j596 x 1/3 = $865 (M)

$2,596 x 2/3 = $1,731 (B)



PEP III (Black)

Credits
Enroll-
ment

PEP FUNDING

Instructor(s)

Spring,-1980.

Assistant(s)
Projected

Costs.

Actual
Costs

Course
Number

1405-3 1 Knutson
1421 -10 4 2 (TA-I R) $ 1,330 $ 1,330.00
1422-8 21

1708-3 2 20 C. White et al.

Melaku'tndeshaw
(UTA-WS)
10x10x$4 .400

S

1816 4 15 Bellamy am..

TOTAL $ 1,730 $ 1,438.00

W1MWork Study

TA-1 R = Teaching Associate I replacement

o



SBM

Math Instructor

HELP Center

Peer Advisors

Evaluation

- Assistant

CSD - Replacement 4-

PEP FUNDING - Spring, 1980

Projected Actual
Costs Costs

_

Roger Welch (UTA-WS)
10x10x$4 $ 400 14A.80

.41

Myrna Stedman (UTA-WS)
10x10x$4 400 '172.80

Rollin Smith (UTA -WS)
10x10x$4 400 268.80

TOTAL $'1,200, '580:80

Joan Garfield (TA-I)
50% = 1,996 1,996 1,996.00

TOTAL

Tom Carrillo
(TA-II) 50%

TOTAL

$ 1,996 .$ 1,996.00

uT4-WAS graduate Teaching Aasittant-Work Study-'

TA -I. = TeachineAs'sobiate I

TA-II =Teaching Associate II

I


